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Afferent input regulates neuronal dendritic patterning locally and globally through distinct mechanisms. To begin to understand these
mechanisms, we differentially manipulate afferent input in vivo and assess effects on dendritic patterning of individual neurons in
chicken nucleus laminaris (NL). Dendrites of NL neurons segregate into dorsal and ventral domains, receiving excitatory input from the
ipsilateral and contralateral ears, respectively, via nucleus magnocellularis (NM). Blocking action potentials from one ear, by either
cochlea removal or temporary treatment with tetrodotoxin (TTX), leads to rapid and significant retraction of affected NL dendrites
(dorsal ipsilaterally and ventral contralaterally) within 8 h compared with the other dendrites of the same neurons. The degree of
retraction is comparable with that induced by direct deafferentation resulting from transection of NM axons. Importantly, when inner ear
activity is allowed to recover from TTX treatments, retracted NL dendrites regrow to their normal length within 48 h. The retraction and
growth involve elimination of terminal branches and addition of new branches, respectively. Examination of changes in NL dendrites at
96 h after unilateral cochlea removal, a manipulation that induces cell loss in NM and persistent blockage of afferent excitatory action
potentials, reveals a significant correlation between cell death in the ipsilateral NM and the degree of dendritic retraction in NL. These
results demonstrate that presynaptic action potentials rapidly and reversibly regulate dendritic patterning of postsynaptic neurons in a
compartment specific manner, whereas long-term dendritic maintenance may be regulated in a way that is correlated with the presence
of silent presynaptic appositions.

Introduction
The branching patterns of dendritic arbors help shape firing
patterns of a neuron and thus functional properties within
neuronal circuits (Purves and Hume, 1981; Connors and Regehr,
1996; Yuste and Tank, 1996; Vetter et al., 2001; Schaefer et al.,
2003). Both development and maintenance of dendritic arboriza-
tion are regulated by afferent inputs (Cline, 2001; Wong and
Ghosh, 2002; Redmond, 2008; Nagendran and Hardy, 2011).
This regulation involves activity-dependent mechanisms medi-
ated by neurotransmission (Sin et al., 2002; Lohmann and Wong,
2005; Redmond and Ghosh, 2005), as well as activity-
independent mechanisms via diffusible cues or cell contact
(Parrish et al., 2007; Urbanska et al., 2008). In vitro studies dem-
onstrate that these mechanisms occur either globally to the whole
neuron or locally to specific dendritic arbors or spines. How these
distinct mechanisms work coordinately in a temporally and spa-
tially controlled manner in dendritic regulation, however, is not
well understood, especially in neurons under in vivo situations.

The chicken nucleus laminaris (NL) provides a useful model
for studying afferent regulation of dendritic arborization. Den-
drites of NL neurons segregate into dorsal and ventral domains,
receiving excitatory input exclusively from the ipsilateral and
contralateral ears, respectively, via the nucleus magnocellularis
(NM) on each side of the brain (Parks and Rubel, 1975). Den-
dritic size and complexity are essentially symmetric between the
two domains of the same NL neurons (Smith and Rubel, 1979;
Smith, 1981; Deitch and Rubel, 1984), providing a fundamental
cellular substrate for specialized function of NL in binaural hear-
ing (Carr and Konishi, 1990). This symmetry is interrupted by
transection of contralateral NM axons that induces retractions of
ventral, but not dorsal, dendrites of the same NL neurons (Benes
et al., 1977; Deitch and Rubel, 1984). This domain specificity
allows in vivo studies of afferent influence on dendritic structure
with a matched intracellular control. However, whether such ob-
served dendritic retraction is an irreversible degeneration event
or whether it represents a form of plasticity that reflects normal
brain function remains unknown. In addition, specific mecha-
nisms of afferent input that are responsible for the induced den-
dritic retraction have not been determined, although in vitro
studies have demonstrated the importance of balanced afferent
inputs and involvement of glutamate neurotransmission
(Sorensen and Rubel, 2006, 2011).

The current study examined dendritic arborization and sym-
metry of individual NL neurons in vivo after a number of manip-
ulations of their excitatory input from NM. These manipulations
include direct axonal transection of contralateral NM projections
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and transneuronal blockage of presynap-
tic activity by unilateral cochlea removal
or local tetrodotoxin (TTX) treatment to
the inner ear. Each manipulation com-
promises excitatory input to one set of
dendrites of NL neurons while leaving the
input to the other set intact. All manipu-
lations deprive action-potential-mediated
neurotransmission to affected NL den-
drites, whereas axonal transection also in-
volves brain lesion and cochlea removal
causes changes in presynaptic neurons in
NM (Rubel and Fritzsch, 2002). Compar-
ison of the effects of these manipulations
on NL dendritic patterning helps identify
key players in afferent regulation of den-
dritic structure.

Materials and Methods
White Leghorn chicks (Gallus gallus domesti-
cus) of either sex were used 2–11 d after hatch-
ing. All procedures were approved by the University of Washington
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and conformed to Na-
tional Institutes of Health guidelines. All efforts were made to minimize
pain and discomfort of the animals and to minimize the number of
animals used.

Manipulations of afferent inputs
All procedures were described previously. Briefly, animals were anesthe-
tized with a mixture of 40 mg/kg ketamine and 12 mg/kg xylazine. For
transection of the crossed dorsal cochlear tract (XDCT), an ophthalmic
knife was inserted through the fourth ventricle and into the brainstem to
transect the XDCT at the midline (Deitch and Rubel, 1984; Wang et al.,
2009). The XDCT contains the decussating NM axons that project to the
ventral NL on both sides of the brain. For cochlea removal, the basilar
papilla, including the lagena macula, was removed via the oval window
after removal of the tympanic membrane and columella (Born and
Rubel, 1985; Wang et al., 2009). The membranous cochlear duct was
floated on water in a Petri dish and inspected under an operating micro-
scope to ensure complete removal. For local TTX application in the inner
ear, TTX (0.1 �l, 3 mM; Sigma-Aldrich) was injected into the perilymph
of the vestibular system at the saccule to avoid disrupting the integrity of
the middle ear or cochlear fluids (Born and Rubel, 1988, Canady and
Rubel, 1992). Each animal received either one injection or two injections
4 h apart. Control animals received injections of either distilled water or
0.9% NaCl. All vehicle or TTX treatments were applied to the left ear.

The auditory brainstem response (ABR) was tested at 0.5, 4, 8, 24, or
48 h after the first TTX application and was followed by transcardial
perfusion of the animal. The contralateral (right) cochlea was removed
immediately before the recording to limit the response to the manipu-
lated (left) ear. The animal was exposed to tones at four frequencies (0.5,
1, 2, and 4 kHz) and various intensities (up to 90 dB SPL). The ABR was
recorded using standard subcutaneous needle electrodes and averaged
for a 20 ms window across 350 stimulus presentations. Tone bursts were
10 ms in duration with 2 ms rise–fall times. Threshold is defined as the
lowest intensity stimulus to elicit a repeatable, visually discernible re-
sponse of any averaged ABR wave within 10 ms of stimulus onset (Caras
et al., 2010). For cases and stimulus frequencies that did produce a re-
peatable response at 90 dB SPL and below, the threshold was considered
100 dB SPL. Threshold was averaged for each frequency across all cases
within the control or each experimental group.

Cell filling in fixed sections
Twenty animals were used for this experiment, including control animals
(n � 4), those receiving transection of XDCT and surviving for 8 h (n �
3), those whose right cochlea was removed and survived for 8 h (n � 3),
and those treated with TTX and surviving for 8 h (n � 6) or 2 d (n � 4).
After the manipulations and designated survival periods, the animals

were deeply anesthetized and transcardially perfused with 0.9% saline,
followed by 4% paraformaldehyde. The brains were removed from the
skull, postfixed for 2– 4 h, and cut coronally at 50 –100 �m.

A method of filling individual cells using electroporation in slice prep-
arations (Sorensen and Rubel, 2006) was modified to efficiently fill indi-
vidual NL cells in fixed sections. Briefly, sections were placed in a
chamber mounted on the stage of a Leica fluorescent dissecting scope. A
pulled glass pipette containing 5 mM Alexa Fluor 488 dextran (Invitro-
gen) was positioned within the line of NL cell bodies. A negative voltage
(20 – 60 V, 20 ms pulse duration, 20 pulses/s, 1–5 s) was then applied to
the section. This procedure results in labeling of the cell body, dendrites,
and proximal axon of single NL cells (Fig. 1). To verify the completion of
individual cell filling, sections were double labeled with immunoreactiv-
ity for microtubule-associated protein 2 (MAP2), which labels all neuro-
nal cell bodies and dendrites in NL (Wang and Rubel, 2008). Monoclonal
anti-MAP2 (catalog #MAB3418) made in mouse was purchased from
Millipore Bioscience Research Reagents. The antibody binds specifically
to MAP2a and MAP2b and is detected as a 300 kDa band in Western blot
analysis.

Cell reconstruction and dendritic analyses
3D reconstruction. Complete dendritic arborizations of filled neurons
were identified based on characteristic terminal morphology and the
overlap with MAP2 immunoreactivity (Fig. 1). Only the neurons whose
entire dendritic arborization was clearly labeled and confined within a
single section were chosen for reconstruction. Image stacks were col-
lected through the entire neuron with either 40� or 60� oil-immersion
lens using an Olympus FV-1000 confocal microscope. These imaging
settings provide sufficient resolution for accurate reconstruction and
identification of terminal ending morphology. Image stacks were con-
verted into a series of .tiff images in NIH ImageJ software (version 1.43X;
National Institutes of Health) and then imported to Neurolucida (ver-
sion 9.03; MBF Bioscience). The entire dendritic arborization was traced
with lines through the middle of each branch. In some neurons, the
thickness of the lines was adjusted to match the diameters of dendritic
branches during reconstruction to verify the linear correlation between
dendritic branch length and dendritic surface area reported previously
(Deitch and Rubel, 1984). The majority of neurons were traced with lines
of fixed thickness for efficiency.

Measurements. All measurements were made from 3D reconstructions
of filled neurons using Neurolucida Explorer (version 9.03; MBF Biosci-
ence). Total dendritic branch length (TDBL) was calculated as the sum of
the length of all dendritic branches within the dorsal or ventral dendritic
domain of a neuron. The total numbers of dendritic trees (N-trees),
dendritic endings (N-endings), branch nodes (N-nodes), and branch
segments (N-segs) were also counted for each dendritic domain. The

Figure 1. Photomicrographs of individual NL neurons visualized by cell filling in fixed sections. A, A neuron filled (cyan) in a
section counterstained for immunoreactivity for the MAP2 (red). Cell filling and MAP2 staining reveal similar extensions of the
dorsal and ventral dendrites. B, The distal portion of a filled NL neuron. NL dendrites have characteristic terminal morphologies
with enlarged bulges with (green arrowheads; type 1) or without (red arrows; type 2) narrow filopodial-like extensions. A small
percentage of endings does not have a distinct bulge (elongated yellow arrowheads; type 3). Dorsal is up and ventral is down.
Image contrast, brightness, and gamma adjustments were made in Adobe Photoshop (Adobe Systems). Scale bars: A, 20 �m; B,
10 �m.
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average length of branch segments (L-segs) was calculated as TDBL di-
vided by N-segs.

Analyses. Absolute TDBL values of individual NL neurons vary greatly
and are associated with the physical location of the neuron along the
tonotopic axis of the nucleus (Smith and Rubel, 1979). A previous study
using Golgi-stained sections has reconstructed a large number of samples
(592 neurons) before and after in vivo XDCT transection, grouped these
neurons into eight sections along the tonotopic axis of the nucleus, and
compared the absolute TDBL values of dorsal or ventral dendrites across
neurons within the same tonotopic sections (Deitch and Rubel, 1984).
These analyses revealed that, although the ventral (deprived) dendrites
exhibit progressive retraction over time, the dorsal (intact) dendrites do
not show significance changes in the absolute TDBL value within 2 weeks
after the surgery. Compared with XDCT transection, cochlea removal
and intracochlear TTX treatment are less invasive manipulations. Thus,
we have every reason to assume that TDBL of the intact dendritic do-
mains of the manipulated neurons remains unchanged within survival
times examined (up to 4 d). Thus, we used the intact dendritic domain as
a reliable control to evaluate changes in deprived dendrites of the same
neurons after manipulations used in the current study.

For each measured property, two types of analyses, dendritic polarity
index (DPI) and percentage difference (PD), were conducted to quantify
the effects of the manipulations on NL dendritic structure. Calculation of
DPI and PD is described below using TDBL as an example but applies to
all other measured properties.

DPI. DPI is an indicator of the polarity of the dendritic tree, inde-
pendent of which, if either, dendritic domain is manipulated: DPI �
(Dorsal � Ventral)/(Dorsal � Ventral) � 100.

For example, the DPI of TDBL is the difference in TDBL between the
two dendritic domains normalized to the sum of TDBLs of both domains
(i.e., TDBL of the whole dendritic tree of a particular neuron). A DPI of
zero indicates that the two domains have equal TDBLs. A positive DPI
indicates a larger TDBL in the dorsal domain (TDBLd) than in the ven-
tral domain (TDBLv). The opposite is true for a negative DPI.

PD. PD evaluates the degree of changes in dendritic structure of the
manipulated domain compared with the other domain of the same neu-
ron: PD � (Manipulated � Control)/Control � 100.

In contrast to DPI, calculation of PD depends on which dendritic
domain of a neuron is manipulated. For example, PD of TDBL after
unilateral cochlea removal is the difference of TDBLv relative to the
TDBLd for the neurons on the contralateral side and the difference of the
TDBLd relative to the TDBLv for the neurons on the ipsilateral side. A PD
of zero indicates balanced dendritic configuration, whereas negative and
positive PDs indicate decreased and increased TDBL of the manipulated
domain, respectively, compared with the control domain of the same
neuron. For control unmanipulated neurons, “control” and “manipu-
lated” domains were assigned to match the manipulated neurons being
compared.

For statistic comparisons between control and experimental groups,
each neuron is presented as a single data point. Comparisons using each
animal as a single data point by pooling all reconstructed neurons from
the same animal together yield similar results in terms of the mean, SEM,
and p values and will not be described further.

Correlation analyses of NL dendritic retraction with NM
cell death
Ten animals received cochlea removal from the right ear and survived for
4 d. These animals and five unmanipulated animals were perfused as
described above, and brain sections of 30 �m thickness were immuno-
stained for MAP2 using the peroxidase method (Wang and Rubel, 2008).

Quantification of dendritic retraction in NL. In this group of animals, all
measurements and analyses were conducted in MAP2-stained sections
from the left (contralateral) NL whose ventral dendrites were deprived.
Because the percentages of dendritic retraction after afferent deprivation
are comparable across the tonotopic axis of NL (Deitch and Rubel, 1984),
one representative section was chosen from each case at the level of 50%
caudal-to-rostral extent of NL. At this level, NL neurons have a charac-
teristic frequency of �2 kHz based on the tonotopic map of the nucleus
(Rubel and Parks, 1975). Three or four photomicrographs were taken of

NL from the chosen section using a 63� objective attached to a Carl Zeiss
microscope. For each photomicrograph, the dorsal and ventral dendritic
domains occupied by MAP2-stained NL dendritic branches were out-
lined using NIH ImageJ software. The size of these dendritic areas in the
intact domains ranged from 2– 4 � 10 �3 mm 2. Degree of dendritic
retraction in NL was evaluated by PD of the ventral domain relative to the
dorsal domain with respect to (1) the size of the dendritic areas and (2)
the total MAP2 staining calculated as the dendritic area multiplying av-
erage optical density. In all cases, the comparison of the dendritic area
and total MAP2 staining between the dorsal and ventral domains was
made within the same photomicrograph from the same tissue section to
avoid any possible inconsistencies caused by variations in immunostain-
ing between cases and variations in brightness across photomicrographs.
The PDs from a single animal were averaged across all images, and this
mean PD represented a single data point for subsequent correlation
analyses.

MAP2 staining provides a more efficient, although less sensitive,
method to evaluate differences in dendritic length between the deprived
and intact domains of a small group of NL neurons compared with
analyses at the individual cell level. Although not sensitive enough to
detect changes in dendritic length at early time points after the manipu-
lations, MAP2 staining provides a reliable way to evaluate later changes
when dendritic retraction accumulates and leads to substantial changes
in the extension of the dendritic filed at several days after afferent depri-
vation. This analysis has been used to study dynamics of a number of
cellular events after the same manipulations (Durham and Rubel, 1985;
Wang and Rubel, 2008; Wang et al., 2009).

Quantification of cell death in NM. The amount of neuronal death in
NM attributable to removal of the ipsilateral cochlea (Born and Rubel,
1985) was evaluated by PDs in neuron number of the right, deprived NM
relative to the left, intact NM. For each case, neurons were counted from
an MAP2-stained section containing NM neurons with a characterized
frequency of 2 kHz, which is approximately at the 60% caudal-to-rostral
extent of NM (Rubel and Parks, 1975). Labeled neurons were counted
using a 40� objective and eyepiece reticule. Neurons without an obvious
nuclear profile were excluded from counting. Abercrombie’s formula was
used to correct cell profile counting (Abercrombie, 1946): N � T/(T � D) �
n, where N is number of cells, T is section thickness, D is mean diameter of 12
nuclei, and n is number of counted nuclei.

PD in cell number was calculated for each case and plotted as a func-
tion of PD in dendritic retraction of NL neurons.

Statistics
Significance was determined by two-tailed t tests and correlation analy-
ses, linear regression, one-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s multi-
ple comparison test, or two-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s post
hoc test, using the Prism version 5 software package (GraphPad Soft-
ware). p � 0.05 was considered statistically significant. All data are shown
as mean � 1 SEM in the text and figures.

Results
Activity deprivation leads to rapid dendritic retraction of
NL neurons
Previous studies reported that transection of the XDCT, which
contains NM axons projecting to ventral dendrites of NL neurons
on both sides of the brain, leads to rapid retraction of ventral
dendrites (Benes et al., 1977; Deitch and Rubel, 1984). To exam-
ine whether induced alterations in neuronal activity are respon-
sible for the retraction, we manipulated afferent inputs to NL
dendrites transneuronally by unilateral cochlea removal in vivo
(Fig. 2A,B). Cochlea removal eliminates action potentials to the
ipsilateral NM and then evoked glutamatergic signaling to the
dorsal dendrites of the ipsilateral NL and ventral dendrites of
the contralateral NL without directly damaging NM axons (Born
et al., 1991). Somatodendritic morphology of individual NL neu-
rons was visualized by dye filling at 8 h after this surgery. TDBL
was measured separately for TDBLd and TDBLv from 3D recon-
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structions of NL neurons. DPI of TDBL was calculated as
(TDBLd � TDBLv)/(TDBLd � TDBLv) � 100 for each neuron.
Positive and negative DPIs indicate longer dendritic length dor-
sally and ventrally, respectively.

For control neurons (n � 13 neurons from 4 animals), TDBLd
and TDBLv are significantly correlated (r 2 � 0.45, p � 0.01). The
average TDBLd is slightly larger than TDBLv, with the average
DPI slightly positive (2.2 � 2.4; Fig. 2C,D), although this differ-
ence is not statistically significant. Consistent with previous re-
ports, XDCT transection led to rapid retraction of the ventral
dendrites (Figs. 2E, 3A). Within 8 h, the TDBLv was significantly
smaller than TDBLd (n � 16 neurons from 3 animals, p �
0.0004), with the DPI (22.5 � 5.2) significantly larger than the
control (p � 0.003; Fig. 2C).

After unilateral cochlea removal, neurons on the side con-
tralateral to the surgery exhibited retraction of their ventral den-
drites similar to that seen after XDCT transection (Figs. 2C,F,
3A). Within 8 h, the TDBLv was significantly smaller than TDBLd
(n � 18 neurons from 3 animals, p � 0.0005), with the DPI
(17.0 � 4.2) significantly larger than the control (p � 0.01) but
not significantly different from the neurons receiving XDCT
transection. On the side ipsilateral to the surgery, the dorsal den-
drites underwent similar retractions (Figs. 2C,G, 3A). Within 8 h,
the TDBLd was significantly smaller than TDBLv (n � 17, p �
0.0001), with the DPI (�19.4 � 3.7) significantly smaller than the
control (p � 0.0001). One-way ANOVA analysis with multiple

comparisons further demonstrated significant and differential
effects of unilateral cochlea removal on dendritic polarity of NL
neurons (p � 0.0001). As a more direct representation of the
degree of changes in TDBL, PDs of the manipulated domain
relative to the other domain of the same neuron are listed in Table
1. These data demonstrate that deprivation of afferent action
potentials leads to rapid reduction in dendritic length of NL neu-
rons in a compartment-specific manner.

Dendritic retraction induced by activity deprivation
is reversible
To understand the role of activity in this afferent regulation, it is
important to clarify whether dendritic retraction induced by ac-
tivity deprivation is dynamically regulated or whether it repre-
sents irreversible pathological events. We thus examined whether
dendritic retractions are reversible when afferent activity is re-
sumed. TTX, a sodium channel blocker, was delivered to the
inner ear to temporarily block the production of action potentials
from the cochlea to the brainstem (Fig. 4A). Similar to cochlea
removal, TTX delivery eliminates action potential-dependent
signaling to the ipsilateral NM and then to the dorsal dendrites of
the ipsilateral NL and ventral dendrites of the contralateral NL
(Born and Rubel, 1988; Born et al., 1991). To maintain this block-
age for at least 8 h, the same time point examined after XDCT
transection or unilateral cochlea removal, each animal was given
two deliveries of TTX 4 h apart (Fig. 4A). Time course and dura-

Figure 2. Effects of transection of the XDCT and unilateral cochlea removal (CR) on TDBL of NL neurons. A, B, Schematic drawings illustrate the surgical site for each manipulation and deprived
axons and dendrites (red) influenced by each manipulation. Dashed lines indicate the midline. C, DPI of TDBL of individual NL neurons is plotted as a function of the manipulation at 8 h. Neurons
whose ventral dendrites are deprived (XDCT 8h and CR 8h contra) exhibit significantly larger DPIs compared with control neurons, indicating significantly smaller TDBL in the ventral domain. The
opposite is true for the neurons with deprived dorsal dendrites (CR 8h ipsi). Each data point (gray) represents an individual neuron. Mean and SEM are indicated by black bars for each group. The
asterisks above individual groups indicate that the DPI of a manipulation group is significantly different (**p � 0.001; ***p � 0.0001) from the control group. D–G, 3D reconstructions of
representative filled neurons in control (D) and after XDCT transection (E) and contralateral (F ) and ipsilateral (G) cochlea removal. TDBL (micrometers) of each dendritic domain and DPI are indicated
in the tracing for each neuron. Dorsal is up and ventral is down. Scale bar: (in G) D–G, 20 �m. contra, Contralateral; ips, ipsilateral.
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tion of the effect of TTX treatments on NM/NL activity were
evaluated by ABR (Fig. 4B,D). Within 30 min of the first TTX
delivery (Fig. 4B, red line), there was a 40 dB or greater increase in
ABR threshold in response to pure tones. Because the maximum
output of the sound delivery system used in this study was 90 dB,
we cannot say that all responses were eliminated, but the changes
were similar to those in our previous studies (Born and Rubel,
1988; Born et al., 1991). These increases lasted for at least 4 h for
one TTX delivery (blue line) and 8 h for two deliveries (green
line). ABR threshold returned to the pretreatment level within
24 h (gray line), indicating that this treatment did not result in
permanent damage to the inner ear, or eighth-nerve cell bodies or
axons or cells in the cochlear nuclei.

TTX blockage of eighth-nerve activity produced a pattern of
dendritic reorganization in NL that was indistinguishable from
unilateral cochlear removal within 8 h; dorsal dendrites of the
ipsilateral NL and ventral dendrites of the contralateral NL ex-
hibited significantly smaller TDBL compared with the other do-
main of the same neurons (ipsilateral, p � 0.008; contralateral,
p � 0.0001; Figs. 3A, 4C,E,F). Compared with the control neu-
rons, DPI of TDBL of TTX-treated NL neurons was significantly
smaller on the ipsilateral side (�14.7 � 4.5, n � 14 neurons from
6 animals, p � 0.003) and significantly larger on the contralateral
side (14.8 � 2.7, n � 16 neurons, p � 0.002). This significance
was confirmed by one-way ANOVA with multiple comparisons
(p � 0.0001). A two-way ANOVA of DPI (manipulation by side)
did not yield significant interaction between these two parame-
ters, indicating that the effect of deprivation on dendritic polarity
of TDBL within 8 h was determined by which dendritic domain
was deprived but did not depend on whether the deprivation was
induced by TTX treatment or cochlea removal. These data fur-
ther demonstrate that action-potential-dependent signaling
comprises a major component of the afferent activity responsible
for rapid structural regulation of NL dendrites.

Because ABR threshold returned to the control level within
24 h after TTX treatment, we examined the dendritic organiza-
tion of NL neurons at 48 h after surgery, so that these neurons had
at least 24 h experience with resumed afferent activity (Fig. 4A).
On either side of the brain, TDBLd and TDBLv were not signifi-
cantly different from each other (Figs. 3B, 4C). When compared

with control neurons, the DPI of TTX-
treated neurons that survived 48 h was not
significantly different in terms of TDBL
(ipsilateral, 3.7 � 2.4, n � 16 neurons
from 4 animals; contralateral, 2.9 � 1.3,
n � 15 neurons). The results of two-way
ANOVA for the survival time after TTX
treatment (8 vs 48 h) and the domain of
the deprived dendrites (dorsal vs ventral)
indicated that the degree of changes in
TDBL of manipulated dendrites was de-
termined by the survival time after TTX
treatment, i.e., the level of activity, and
this effect did not depend on whether the
manipulated domain was dorsal or ven-
tral. These data indicate that retracted NL
dendrites induced by activity deprivation
regrew to their original length after their
normal afferent activity was resumed,
demonstrating dynamic regulation of
afferent action potentials on dendritic
length of NL neurons.

Afferent activity regulates dendritic complexity of
NL neurons
To explore cellular compartments underlying activity regulation
of dendritic structure, we measured a number of properties re-
lated to dendritic structural complexity and examined correla-
tions of changes in these properties with changes in TDBL. DPI of
each property was calculated for each neuron as described for
TDBL. To simplify the description, neurons from animals that
received XDCT transection, unilateral cochlea removal, or TTX
treatment and survived for 8 h are grouped into two categories
based on the domain of the deprived dendrites.

The most distinct changes after afferent deprivation, along
with decreases in TDBL, are decreases in N-endings, N-nodes,
and N-segs (Fig. 5A–C). In control neurons (n � 13), ventral
dendrites on average have �10% more endings, nodes, and seg-
ments than the dorsal dendrites of the same neurons, although
only the difference in N-segs is statistically significant (p �
0.026). After differential deprivation, NL neurons exhibited
significantly smaller N-endings, N-nodes, and N-segs in the de-
prived domain compared with the other domain (for all, p �
0.0001). Compared with the control neurons, DPIs of N-endings,
N-nodes, and N-segs were significantly smaller in the neurons
with deprived dorsal dendrites (p � 0.004 – 0.007, n � 31) and
significantly larger in the neurons with deprived ventral dendrites
(p � 0.0004 – 0.002, n � 50). This pattern of changes was con-
firmed by one-way ANOVA with multiple comparisons (p �
0.0001). On average, N-endings, N-nodes, and N-segs of the
deprived domain were �30% smaller for deprived dorsal domain
and �20% smaller for deprived ventral domain than the other
domain of the same neuron (Table 1). Importantly, restoring
activity caused the N-endings, N-nodes, and N-segs to return to
the control levels. In contrast, L-segs, calculated as TDBL divided
by N-segs, remained unchanged after manipulations (Fig. 5D),
although the ventral domain had a significantly smaller L-seg
than the dorsal domain in the control and some manipulated
groups (Table 1). In addition, neurons under these three condi-
tions show similar distribution of segment length between the
dorsal and ventral domains. No significant difference in the vari-
ation of L-segs was detected between the control and manipu-
lated groups (Fig. 5E).

Figure 3. Absolute TDBL values of analyzed neurons after manipulations. A, TDBL values of neurons after XDCT transection (red
circles), unilateral cochlea removal (red and blue stars), and TTX treatment (red and blue squares) at 8 h compared with control
neurons (black circles). B, TDBL values of neurons after TTX treatment (red and blue squares) at 48 h compared with control neurons
(black circles). For both A and B, each data point represents an individual neuron. Neurons with manipulated dorsal and ventral
dendrites are in red and blue, respectively. Solid black lines are linear regression of control neurons. Note that the majority of filled
neurons are located in the rostral and middle portions of the nucleus and have a TDBL of 150 –900 �m in one domain. One neuron
filled on the ipsilateral side at 8 h after TTX treatment has TDBLd and TDBLv of 1162 and 1244 �m, respectively, and is not included
in the graph.
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In addition, we analyzed the correlation between TDBL and
N-endings separately for the dorsal and ventral domains under
control and manipulated conditions. Linear regressions of the
correlation showed a significant trend of increasing TDBL with
larger N-endings (p � 0.0001). Importantly, PD of TDBL in-
duced by manipulations significantly correlated with the PD of
N-endings (p � 0.0001; Fig. 5F). Neurons with larger PDs in
TDBL tend to have larger PDs in N-endings. These data indicate
that changes in N-endings, i.e., terminal branches, reflect changes
in TDBL.

Conversely, the morphology of dendritic endings is not af-
fected by the manipulations. In control neurons, �80% of den-
dritic terminal endings are characterized with an enlarged bulge
with (type 1; Fig. 1B, green arrowheads) or without (type 2; red
arrows) narrow extensions. Terminals without a detectable en-
larged bulge are grouped as type 3 endings (yellow arrowheads).
After the manipulations, these three types of terminal endings
were still present in both dendritic domains of each neuron. In
addition, the percentage of each ending type in the deprived do-
main, as quantified from neurons whose ventral dendrites were
deprived by XDCT transection, remained unchanged compared
with the control domain. It is also worth noting that the N-tree in
each domain was not significantly altered by manipulations of
afferent inputs, consistent with a previous report (Deitch and
Rubel, 1984).

Dendritic maintenance of NL neurons is correlated with cell
survival of NM neurons
To explore whether the integrity of presynaptic contacts regulate
NL dendritic structure in vivo in the absence of action potentials,
we took advantage of the observation that unilateral cochlea re-
moval induces cell death in NM within 2 d (Born and Rubel,
1985). The percentage of NM neurons that die varies greatly
among the individual cases. This variation will presumably affect
the pattern and/or the total number of presynaptic terminals
apposed to NL dendrites. The association of dendritic mainte-
nance in NL with the cell survival of their presynaptic NM neu-
rons was estimated by examining the correlation between the
degree of dendritic retraction in NL and the percentage of cell
death in NM after unilateral cochlea removal. MAP2 immunocy-
tochemistry was used as a somatodendritic marker for dendritic
measurements in NL and cell counting in NM.

In control animals, the average PD in cell number between the
left and right NM is close to zero (�2.3 � 9.7, n � 5 animals),

indicating that cell numbers in the two NMs are nearly equiva-
lent. In NL, the size of the dendritic area occupied by MAP2
staining is slightly smaller in the ventral domain than in the dorsal
domain with a relative PD of �13.8 � 14.3 (Fig. 6I, white circle).
Consistent with previous studies, each animal that survived 4 d
after unilateral cochlea removal (n � 10 animals) had fewer neu-
rons in the ipsilateral NM than the contralateral NM. PDs in cell
number of the ipsilateral NM relative to the contralateral NM
varied greatly, ranging from �8.8 to �71.9 (Fig. 6). Within NL,
the ventral dendrites of the contralateral side and the dorsal den-
drites of the ipsilateral side exhibited retraction compared with
the other, non-deprived, domain of the same neurons. PDs in the
dendritic area of the ventral domain relative to the dorsal domain
also varied greatly, ranging from �19.5 to �67.3, as calculated
from the contralateral NL. Importantly, more dramatic dendritic
retractions were detected in cases with greater cell loss in the
deprived NM ipsilateral (Fig. 6A--H). Linear trend analysis re-
vealed a highly significant trend toward increasing changes in NL
dendritic area as a function of changes in NM cell number (r 2 �
0.58, p � 0.0001; Fig. 6 I, black circles and line).

Because this manipulation may lead to decreases in the density
of dendritic branches in the deprived domain in addition to a
reduction in dendritic area at 4 d, changes in NL dendritic struc-
ture were also evaluated by PDs of total MAP2 staining, calcu-
lated as the dendritic area multiplied by the average density of
MAP2 staining. Importantly, PD in total MAP2 staining in NL
correlated with PD in cell number of NM in a similar manner as
PD in dendritic area (r 2 � 0.48, p � 0.0001; Fig. 6 I, gray triangles
and line).

Discussion
One important observation of the current study is that afferent-
deprivation-induced early changes in NL dendritic structure is
reversible with the resumption of hearing and presynaptic excit-
atory action potentials. This reversibility demonstrates that re-
tracting NL dendrites, after afferent deprivation, maintain a high
degree of flexibility and actively respond to changes in afferent
input in either direction. Although afferent or sensory depriva-
tion has been shown to slow dendritic growth or affect dendritic
stability in a number of systems (Groc et al., 2002; Wong and
Ghosh, 2002; Mizrahi and Katz, 2003), the current study provides
the first in vivo observation that such changes in dendritic branch
length can be reversed by recovery of normal afferent activity.
Dynamic plasticity in the auditory brainstem has also been dem-

Table 1. PD in structural properties of NL neurons after afferent manipulations

n TDBL N-trees N-endings N-nodes N-segs L-segs

Control 13 �3.0 � 4.5 2.1 � 13.6 13.0 � 8.0 10.6 � 8.8 17.3 � 5.5 �14.6 � 2.9
7.5 � 5.7 42.4 � 39.3 �1.0 � 13.1 4.6 � 13.1 �11.8 � 5.3 18.8 � 4.3

Deprived ventral 50 �27.1 � 3.5 4.4 � 7.5 �19.6 � 3.8 �24.0 � 4.5 �16.8 � 4.4 �8.2 � 2.8
XDCT 8 h 16 �31.6 � 8.1 �4.9 � 10.5 �19.3 � 10.0 �23.1 � 11.0 �14.7 � 11.5 �10.1 � 3.8
CR 8 h contra 18 �25.5 � 5.9 13.7 � 13.0 �22.9 � 2.6 �29.6 � 5.1 �25.8 � 4.1 1.3 � 4.7
TTX 8 h contra 16 �24.4 � 3.8 5.6 � 14.4 �17.0 � 3.6 �20.0 � 5.1 �10.8 � 4.2 �14.6 � 3.6

Resumed ventral
TTX 48 h contra 15 �5.2 � 2.5 5.1 � 8.3 3.7 � 5.8 1.7 � 5.8 2.3 � 5.8 �4.2 � 4.5

Deprived dorsal 31 �26.4 � 4.2 �11.5 � 8.3 �31.2 � 3.9 �31.4 � 5.0 �31.6 � 4.0 10.4 � 5.1
CR 8 h ipsi 17 �29.8 � 5.4 �23.3 � 6.5 �29.1 � 4.2 �28.7 � 4.5 28.9 � 4.1 �1.1 � 6.0
TTX 8 h ipsi 14 �22.3 � 6.6 3.3 � 12.2 �33.1 � 5.7 �33.7 � 8.0 �33.9 � 5.9 20.3 � 6.0

Resumed dorsal
TTX 48 h ipsi 16 9.8 � 5.8 20.0 � 15.6 2.6 � 8.9 3.3 � 9.3 3.3 � 9.2 12.7 � 6.6

The second column (n) indicates the number of neurons analyzed in each group. PD is calculated as the percentage difference of the manipulated domain relative to the other domain for manipulated groups. For control neurons, PD is the
percentage difference of the ventral domain relative to the dorsal domain when compared with groups with manipulated ventral domain (first row) and of the dorsal domain relative to the ventral domain when compared with groups with
manipulated dorsal domain (second row). Data are present as mean � SEM.
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onstrated recently in deaf cats in which electrical stimulation
through cochlear implants has a restorative effect on synaptic
organization in the medial superior olive, the mammalian ana-
logs of the avian NL (Tirko and Ryugo, 2012). These forms of in
vivo plasticity are consistent with studies demonstrating that en-
riched sensory inputs or electrical stimulation enhances dendritic
growth (Sin et al., 2002; Faherty et al., 2003).

Similar to the rapidity of the retraction, NL dendrites appear
to regrow quickly with a full recovery of their branch length in
24 –36 h after 20 –30% retraction. It is interesting to note that this
high dynamics may be manifested in the unique terminal mor-
phology of NL dendrites. Dendritic endings and some branch
points of NL neurons possess an enlarged bulb with or without

narrow extensions, morphologically resembling growth cones
and filopodia of developing dendrites (Mattila and Lappalainen,
2008; Heiman and Shaham, 2010). An ending may quickly turn
into a branch point by elongating one of its filopodial-like exten-
sions into a branch. Similarly, a branch point becomes an ending
if its daughter branches retract into narrow extensions or com-
pletely disappear. This presumably fast switch between endings
and branch points may provide a fundamental cellular substrate
for fast dendritic reorganization in NL neurons.

The similarity in the degree of dendritic retraction at 8 h after
direct axonal transection and transneuronal deprivation of ac-
tion potentials achieved by removal of the cochlea or injection of
TTX into the cochlea indicates that these initial retractions pri-

Figure 4. Effects and time course of local TTX treatment on ABR and TDBL of NL neurons. A, Schematic drawings illustrate affected axonal and dendritic fields (red) after TTX treatment (top) and time course
of TTX treatment and cell filling (bottom). Level of ABR activity is indicated along the time course with red and blue colors coding reduced or normal levels of activity, respectively. B, ABR threshold is plotted as
a function of the frequency of sound stimulation. ABR thresholds increase dramatically at all examined frequencies at 30 min (red), 4 h (blue), and 8 h (green) and return to the control levels (black) by 24 h (gray).
C, DPI of TDBL of individual NL neurons at 8 and 48 h after TTX treatment. Lack of afferent activity produces similar degrees and patterns of dendritic retraction in NL as cochlea removal during the first 8 h. These
changes are reversed after 48 h on both sides of the brain. Each data point (gray) represents an individual neuron. Mean and SEM are indicated by black bars for each group. The asterisks above individual groups
indicate that the DPI of a survival group is significantly different (**p�0.001) from the control. D, Examples of ABR waveforms in response to 90 dB pure tone stimulation at 2 kHz in control, 8 and 24 h after TTX
treatment. Arrow indicates the onset of stimulation. E–H, 3D reconstructions of representative filled neurons on the contralateral and ipsilateral sides at 8 h (E, F ) and 48 h (G, H ) after TTX treatment. TDBL
(micrometers) of each dendritic domain and DPI are indicated in the tracing for each neuron. Dorsal is up and ventral is down. Scale bar: (in H ) E–H, 20 �m. contra, Contralateral; ipsi, ipsilateral.
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marily result from acute elimination of
excitatory presynaptic action potentials.
This observation is seemingly in conflict
with reports that signaling mediated by
action potentials is not required for den-
dritic development and maintenance in
general (Rajan and Cline, 1998; Rajan et
al., 1999; Wong et al., 2000) and that min-
iature spontaneous presynaptic neu-
rotransmitter release is sufficient for
maintaining NL dendritic structure in
vitro (Sorensen and Rubel, 2006). How-
ever, other reports suggest that the pattern
or competition between the inputs, rather
than the absolute level of activity, is impor-
tant for dendritic (including NL) and axonal
maintenance (Katz and Constantine-Paton,
1988; Kossel et al., 1995; Kleim et al., 1997;
Hata et al., 1999; Tailby and Metha, 2004;
Hua et al., 2005; Hashimoto et al., 2009;
Sorensen and Rubel, 2006; 2011). It is
known that NM neurons normally spike at a
very high frequency, even in the absence of
acoustic stimulation (Stopp and Whitfield,
1961; Warchol and Dallos, 1990; Born et al.,
1991). The balance between the two sets of
excitatory inputs to NL is primarily deter-
mined by differences in the spike rate of the
ipsilateral and contralateral NM axons. This
high rate of spiking in NM is not maintained
after cochlea removal, perilymphatic TTX
exposure, or in isolated brain slice prepara-
tions, because it is entirely derived from the
activity of inner ear hair cells (Born et al.,
1991; Lippe, 1994). In the absence of action
potentials, minis probably become the
major player in determining the balance
between inputs and probably dendritic
maintenance.

Dendritic complexity analyses of NL neurons demonstrate
that early changes in TDBL are accompanied by changes in the
number of endings in the same directions, suggesting that elimi-
nation of a number of terminal arbors contributes to reductions
in TDBL after afferent deprivation. This observation is consistent
with in vitro time-lapse imaging showing that XDCT transection-
induced dendritic retraction takes place primarily at the distal
portion of the neuron (Sorensen and Rubel, 2006). Similarly,
increases in TDBL after afferent restoration involve addition of
new branches, although it may also involve growth of existing
branches. In addition, our correlation analyses have revealed that
changes in the number of dendritic endings can be used as a
reliable indicator of changes in TDBL, suggesting that these elim-
inations and additions of terminal arbors contribute substantially
to changes in TDBL. Furthermore, in vitro time-lapse imaging
has demonstrated that XDCT transection results in retraction of
approximately half of the dendritic branches, whereas the other
half remain stable or are growing (Sorensen and Rubel, 2006).
These observations suggest that changes in TDBL after afferent
manipulations do not take place uniformly along all affected den-
dritic branches and may occur in a branch-specific manner by
which the fate (growing, retracting, or remaining stable) of indi-
vidual branches is influenced by a combination of afferent inputs
and intrinsic properties of each branch. This suggestion is consis-

tent with the compartmentalization of electrical, calcium, and other
biochemical signaling with single branch specificity (Rinzel and Rall,
1974; Rinzel, 1975; Sjöström et al., 2008; Branco and Häusser, 2010;
Siegel and Lohmann, 2012). Similar regulatory patterns have been
reported for dendritic growth induced by sensory stimulation and
retraction after inactivation of glutamate receptors in tectal neurons
(Rajan and Cline, 1998; Rajan et al., 1999; Sin et al., 2002).

It is also important to note that structural changes of individ-
ual branches are not determined solely by the local environment,
independent of other regions of the same dendritic tree or the
neuron. The earliest detectable changes of NL dendrites at the
ultrastructure level after XDCT transection are cytoskeleton re-
ductions in the basal portion of each deprived dendritic tree and
a significant increase in the soma size (Deitch and Rubel,
1989a,b), indicating involvement of the whole dendritic tree and
the neuron in afferent regulation of postsynaptic dendrites.
This involvement is further supported by the importance of
competitive inputs to dendritic maintenance (Katz and
Constantine-Paton, 1988; Kossel et al., 1995; Tailby and
Metha, 2004; Sorensen and Rubel, 2011). Although how a
neuron integrates inputs onto different dendritic branches
and then reorganizes dendritic arborization in a branch-
specific manner remains unknown, computation at both
global and local levels must be involved.

Figure 5. Dendritic complexity analyses. A–D, Changes in DPI of N-endings (A), N-nodes (B), and N-segs (C), as well as L-seg (D). Each
neuron is presented as a single data point for these analyses. Neurons from animals that received XDCT transection, unilateral cochlea
removal, or TTX treatment and survived for 8 h were grouped into two populations based on the domain of the deprived dendrites (open
bars). Afferent deprivation leads to significant reductions in N-endings, N-nodes, and N-segs but does not appear to alter L-seg. The
asterisksaboveindividualgroupsindicatethattheDPIofaparticulargroupissignificantlydifferent(**p�0.001;***p�0.0001)fromthe
control. con, Control; v, ventral; d, dorsal. E, PD of L-seg in the dorsal and ventral domains of NL neurons after 8 h of TTX exposure. Data from
five neurons on the right side (contralateral for TTX treatment) of the brain are averaged, separately for the dorsal and ventral domains.
Neurons under this condition, as well as in the control and TTX 48 h groups (data not shown), show similar distribution of segment length
between the dorsal and ventral domains. F, Correlations of changes in N-endings, with changes in TDBL after manipulations. Each neuron
is presented as a single data point. Solid line indicates the linear regression (r 2 �0.58, p�0.0001). Neurons with larger PDs in TDBL tend
to have larger PDs in N-endings.
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At survival times longer than 48 h when irreversible changes in
presynaptic neurons in NM take place, it appears that cell survival
in NM neurons is correlated with NL dendritic maintenance. One
interesting possibility is that the maintenance of remaining den-
drites is affected by the integrity of NM neurons that continue to
innervate these dendrites. The key players may be associated with
the number and/or pattern of “silent” presynaptic appositions,
such as spontaneous episodic release of transmitter (minis)
and/or other trophic factors and diffusable cues independent of
neuronal activity (Urbanska et al., 2008). This possibility suggests
distinct mechanisms involved in short- and long-term dendritic
maintenance, consistent with dramatically different retraction
rates of NL dendrites after XDCT transection at the first 8 –12 h
compared with later time points (Deitch and Rubel, 1984). In
addition, the short-term changes appear characterized by a rapid
decrease in the density of the dendritic cytoskeleton (microtubule
and neurofilament), whereas the late phase exhibits no additional
changes in microtubule density (Deitch and Rubel, 1989a). Alter-
natively, cell survival in NM and long-term dendritic mainte-
nance in NL may be influenced by similar mechanisms that
depend on action-potential-mediated signals. Approaches that
produce long-term changes in afferent activity without causing
degeneration of presynaptic terminals would help clarify this im-
portant issue.

In summary, the rapidity, reversibility, compartmental speci-
ficity of dendritic dynamics of chicken NL neurons in response to
manipulations of afferent inputs provides an advantageous
model for exploring local and global cellular events governing
dendritic structure. The detailed spatial and temporal informa-
tion here provides a framework for analyses of the intracellular
dynamics and regulatory pathways regulating the stability and
plasticity of neuronal dendritic structure and function.
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